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Photoe•ission calculation 

with LEED type final state 

wave function 
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4.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, we shall give a formalism for. photocurrent 

calculation where both the initial and final states are wavefunctions 

corresponding to the potential (in muffin-tin form) and the photon field 

is also included in the matrix calculation. We have already de~cribed 

how the initial st~te is constructed, so here we give ~ brief 

description of how to construct the final state. We shall be essentially 

following the method given by Pendry28 . 

4.2 Final state wavefunction 

If the electron coming to the detector is given by 
... ~ 

... ~ 
tq.r e , then 

we consider an electron described by e ·lq.r incident on the surface, and 

consider the scattering of this by the solid. In the vacuum region, 

wavefunction will consist of the incident wave and a set of scattered 

waves, which would be determined by the reflection matrix Rbgg' of the 

solid. We can also construct the wavefunction in each layer of the solid 
I 

by starting from the vacuum side and going into the solid layer by 

layer - using the transmission and reflection matrices for that layer. 

W~· can then time reverse the wavefunction in the different regions to 

get the final state wavefunction. 

The final state.wavefunction may then be written, fpllowing· 

Pendry 
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vacuum region 

( 4 . 1 ) 

Here j is the layer index and 821 is the phase-shift corresponding to 

higher energy state. Aj 2L is amplitude of the spherical waves determined 

+ 
by multiple scattering at each layer. W~ can be obtained layer by laye~ 

by propagating and reflecting the vacuum wavefunction. Rbgg' is the bulk 

reflection matrix can be obtained by layer doubling method. For the 

convergence of the layer doubling method an imaginary part is added to 

the muffin-tin potential. In our calcualtion subscripts 1 and ? 

correspond to initial and final states. 

4.3 Matrix element calculation 

The matrix element is given by 

( 4. 2) 

and we have to evaluate the integral all space. Since we have ~ivided 

up the solid in layers - we shall assLtme that the surface reglon for 

photon field is the same as the first layer as we did in the last 

chapter. Then we can write the integral as a sum of a number of terms -

where each term would correspond to the integral over a certain region 
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in space. This procedure is essentially the same as in the previous 

chapter - but the algebra gets to be more complex. 

i]. Vacuum region 

The form of the initial and final state wave functions and the 

photon field at the vacuum region are given by 

Here, h1 is equal to A1 of the previous chapter. Using these forms we can 

c~lculate the integration in the vacuum region analyticaly as 

( 4. 3) 

.The parallel part of the integration appears as a 8-function which show~ 
-1 

that there will be no contribution for small k , 
1 

emission). 

ii] First layer (Surface region) 

unless k =0 (normal 
1 

Photin field in the surface region is given by 

Aw (z) = 
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~. . . ~' ·-· . 

The in~eiration for this case is ~ssentially the same ~s done for the 

corresporiding term in the l~st ch~pter. We first perform the 

integration over the cell and then subtract the contribution fro~ the 

muffin-tin sphe~e region, using the same interstitial form for both the 

initial and final state~ as follows (equation 3.5) 

The form of the wavefunction for the initial and final states in the 

interstitial are given by 

-'.1 

Since we)have considered the first layer ~s the surface layer 

so, in this layer j is taken to be one. 

To calculate the term T2 for the integration in the int~rstitial 

region over the cell we. start with the matrix element as 

T2 = f_~liJ;fx(J) .. ~ + ~(~.A(,)) ]11J 1d 3r 
4 

( 4 . 4 ) 
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where, s0 is the area· of the- su.t"face unit cell and D is the lattice 

constant. The integration over tbe parallel part becomes a 6-functi.on 

. "* -.I 
from which we get only the coritribution from term g=g . 

To ~valuate the·contribution of the muffin-tin region the initial 

and the final state (interstitial) wavefunctions are expa~ded in 

spherical form, using the standard expansion (3.9) and the spherical 

form (equation 3.7) for the p~oton field and the result is given by 

( 4. 5) 

Next, we . calculate the integration over the muffin-tin 

region using the following spherical wavefunction for both the initial · 

and the final' states 
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Photon field has the same form as in interstitial region and in the 

atomic region form of the integration (T4) would be 

( 4 . 6 ) 

'In the above equation 

integration given by 

Using equation (4.4-6) 

1 c ' 

for 

• 3 . 
Cc' and C are the angular parts of 

defferent terms T · and 
3 T~ we 

the 

can 

calculate the surface layer contribution to the matrix element as Ts=. 

iii] Subsequent l~yers 

For the bulk layers we calculate the integration over the 
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interstitial and muffin-tin region separately as we have done .. in the 

surfcae layer. It is to be noted that, the photon field is a cotistant 

here and in the integration we .have no term involving the variation of 

A( z). In bulk layers the calculations are simpler than that of the ·1st. 

layer and we have calculated s:.ome of the in'tegrations analytically. 

Term T5 is integration term over the whole cell with the 

interstitial form for both the init~al and fihal state wavefunctions,. 

similar to the term T2 of surface layer given by 

sin [ (K;5,-K2-g) D] ] 
·- . z 4 - W..r.. v 

Jg g (K- _v-) 
lg .l"l.2iJ z 

( 4. 7) 

We again subtract off the contribution to this term from the muffin-

·tin region, using the spherical expansion of the exponential terms, as 

was done for,term T3 
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+ w;; ug,yo <R;g,-~-ii) j 0 ( IK1+iJ,-K2-iJIR) 

-w;.; vg,yo ( i;iJ,-K2-g) j 0 ( ~~-iJ,-~~g) } R2 dR] 

(4.8) 

The contribution for' the muffin-tin sphere region for such a layer can 

also be evaluated as for the surface layer (term T4) with the further 

simplification that A is constant and may be written as 

(4.9) 

The expression for angular parts of the integration are the following 

Summing over the different terms T5, T6 and T7 (eqn 4.7-9) we get the j

th layer cont-ribution to the matrix element as T8j = (T5-T6 ) + T7 .. 

Th~ general expression for the photoemission cross-section in terms 

of Tv(=T;), Ts and TB (using eqn. 1~1 & 3.3 in atomic unit) would be, 
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(4.10) 

The number of layers should be taken such that convergence is 

ensured. Application of our formalism to any real syatem can be done 

after the completion of the computation of photoemission cross-

section. 

This work has been accepted for publication in Modern Physics 
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